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INTRODUCTION 
When heavy charged particles emitted by a monoenergetic 
source impinge on some absorption material, they will stop at 
various distances from the source. However, most of thea will stop 
in a particular interval A It. The distance from the source to the 
center of A ?? is called the most probable ranp.e R, It is dependent 
upon the initial energy of the charged particles. Variation from 
the raost probable range is called nstrap,-pie." 
As soon as the charged particle enters the absorption material, 
it loses its energy by collisions with the charped particles in 
the material. These collisions reduce the energy of the incident 
particle. When the charged particle completely loses it® energy, it 
stops. 
ilie ranges of particles heavier than electrons are quite 
different froo the ranges of electrons of the same energy because 
the energy losses per collision and also the angles of scattering 
are different. Straggiiu», like scattering, is much more pronounced 
in the case of electrons than for heavy particles. This is because 
heavy particles lose most of their energy in ionizing collisions ivith 
the atomic electrons, where conservation of momentum an I energy 
permits fractional energy transfers of the order of the ratio of the 
masses . Therefore, eac! collision results in the transfer of 
only a fraction of the energy of a heavy particle. On the other hand, 
an electron can lose all of its encrpy in an ionising colli ion with 
atomic electrons. The incident electron would con?e to rest after such 
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a collision and the secondary electron kouI! carry aray the energy 
of the incident electron. 
For example, a heavy o?«rticle v.ith a kinetic energy of 3 Mev 
has a range in standard air of about 2.8 cm and produces about 4,GOO 
ion pair® /mm of path. A 3 Mev electron has a ratine in air of over 
1,000 cm and proiuces only about 4 ion pairs /mm of path."*" This* is 
because for a ?iven energy the velocity of electrons is much greater 
than the velocity of the heavy particle®, therefore the impulses due 
to the electrons are s;;*ll as compared to heavy particles. The angle 
of scattering in ionizing collisions for a heavy particle i.i quite 
snail compared with an electron, because the former's mass is much 
greater. Therefore the trajectories of heavy particles are almost 
straight lines and those of electrons are not, especially at low 
energies. Hence, the r-nge of electrons is nauch more difficult to 
calculate than the ranfe of heavy ions. In. aidition to the ionization 
loss there is an energy loss -Jue to electrotaagnetic radiation emitted 
in the violent accelerations that occur during collisions. 
Various methods of determining the mn?fe of electron© in 
different metallic foilt have heen used by different workers. 
Horszowski (1963) measured the ran ve or electrons in a st- ck of 
aluminum foils with various energies from 0.5 to 2.5 Mev. Leiss, 
Penner, an! Robinson made calculations on range strn^glinr of hi h-
3 energy electrons in carbon. 
This thesis is concerned with the penetration of electron© in 
aluminum. 
In this -.-or*, stacks of aluminum foils / been u <>d to 
meaeare the ;>«. neir tion of electr ns of ,75-r,. f> Mev cflerfie6. The 
electrons wore provi ?e I 5>y •"« lin&ar n.ocelera t :>v - rtf fersnt energy 
electron bea-:s are elected by v,v.r.;-:i nc. on »>i« ly&itig ua*.nctic field. 
This analyser 'imot '..as 'icen accurately rated 1-y the floating; 
wire technique. 
S L I T S  
FlftUttE 1 
A SIUFLB OlAG'lA • O? THE r.XPL'RlMENT 
The in tensity of elec•••ens st-vrrpe^ n the rario*i- -aluminum 
foils were measured by n sensitive L & N rwivanori 'ter. The 
reco'"fed results .re ro to ucible to leas fc!~.*:n 5\i> difference. 
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P.XPFittl-lflN'f AL P JOCKOinE 
Throe differ nt sets of 20 aluninura foils of e jual thic:^ess 
I'ave been used as a . r j,et (roc v'ijjure 2). 
The fir<:t set was 0.06968 -.'.vr Toi l (0.2G mm). It vmu 
«•> 
used from 0.75 to 1.5 ; lev. The com! "p. t w.-js 0.1286-j. #/era64 per 
foil (0.48 rus.) «n.i was u el . rou 2 l ev to 3.5 :v. The t-;? irr* set 
•> 
was 0.21440 g/c; •i*" per foil (O.C ram) ana was use from 3.3 »''ev to 
5.5 Iiev. Only three .foils of aluniinun plate were drawn in ^I.xure 2 
to make t'-ie diagra/a simpler. 
ALUMINtUM FOIL 
INSULATOR 
FRONT VIEW SIOE V I E W  
^IGU E 2 
>IAGf 4 AM OF THIS TAW". 
GALVANOMETER 
FIv;URE 3 
THF. f. K'lVAL^NT CIRCUIT OF TOE TARGET 
R cairef-ents the resni nee of the inflation teri 1. The :-i. *s 
1 
are iOG K Tl resistors tt t pr.vioe an alternate current pat' while 
tf>c galvanometer i.- «witc!;e I from plate to olatc. ik'-cU foil was 
connected to the rotate switch. The center ar of rotate switch 
was connected to i sensitive L & N 11 . ar galvanometer. /he other 
, i Je of f:vl V:\n Of ieter was connected to ground. The rotate switch 
was controlled by relay so that it could ?»e ;-w.itcF ed to onlv one 
6 
foil at a time. The deflection of the galvanometer indicatei the 
intensity of the beam stopped at the foil. 
The D-C Galvanometer (LVSE^S MO^THROP 2430) combines a high 
sensitivity galvanometer and a self-contained lamp and scale reading 
device. Its sensitivity is Q.CQ1 j\ amp. and the internal resistance 
is 5,000 to 8,000 ohms. 
R» lO3^ 
:l, ® 20 II , 
1 gal 
The results of the measurements are treated a© if all the electrons 
that stop in each foil on the average travel hair the thickness of 
the foil. 
Let 1^ be the average intensity of electron stopped at the 
center of ith foil. The differential curve, Figure 4, is plotted 
ae relative intensity I4/l vs. thickness g/cm . Figure 5 shows jL BI&X 
the integral (survival) curve. The ordinate is the normalised 
2 intensity and the abscissa is the thickness in g/cm of aluminum. 
Figure 4 is normalized so that the maximum number stopping 
is the same. 
Figure 5 is normalized so that the initial intensity is the 
same. 
For each energy level, at least three set® of data have been 
taken with constant intensity of the incident beam. As many as nine 
sets of data were taken for one energy and six for tome energies. 
Amont? these data three sets of 3 Mev and three set.*; of 3.5 Mev lata 
RELATIVE NUMBER OF ELECTRONS 
STOPPING AS 4 FUNCTION OF DEPTH 
i 
K 
cn 
s 
o 
^*;vo been eliminated Scc*ni«so cr ,~n error in j?ettiu«? u.> the tmaly^.er 
snc::.;a.»t. T«o «!iffero-atial *.ad integral curvcs . •.ry- ploiteu v;ith 
nv'»rafre lata for c-ach ciierc"v lc vol • 
^article of char e ze as it ijroijresses throii^ji a ••le.liujfi containing; 
—3 
electrons cm , the interaction volume of the char,.-ed pr-rticle 
i;> considered of the sha >e of a cylimier n-ith inner '1 outer r.v'.ii 
of b . '1 si'1 n . The virticle igj located at the center of the i n ".I ix 
cylinder. T've force between the c^r'.ci oi-rticie . ai the electron is 
e £. nly the co ; sonont of the Tiold perpendicul r to the path 
ill >roviJe a net iiitnulse. In the collision the electron acquires 
.a inroulse uch that 
CALCULATION 
Ioniaation loss. To calculate the rate of enerrc/ lo&is by a 
Since F = e <5j_ 
Jt - Ix/v 
^ro > (j :asao8 Theorem 
^ P 
c2ae 
bv bv 
10 
the energy transfer to the electron is 
(Aji)2 2»2e4 
k - - o '> dm . _ _ 
b v m 
Since the total number of electrons in the cylindrical shell of 
radius b is 
N dv = N 2b7fdb dx 
the total energy loss will be 
-E « EN2ln> ib d* 
•if 
„ 2 4 
aTPJb o £" db dx 
b v ia 
2 4 1 max ,, 
-dET = *TTN V-
dx v m J b . 
m xn 
The above equation gives the total energy lo:s for heavy particles, 
Unfortunately the b . and b are hard to determine. All formulas 
min max 
for calculating the energy loss are sesai-eiapirical. The average 
energy loss can be ?.s ;>proxi lated from the total energy loss equation. 
For high relativistic energies the total energy loss i'onaula is 
- ~ N (log - 3/2 log (1 - A2)^ - i log 8 + ) 
vac 
For a given initial energy different particles i;iuy completely 
lose their energy in the different path length.- they have travelled. 
This is called strap;e,ling. A seoi-empirical fortnulo for the most 
probable energy lor~s in condensed materials for extreme relativistic 
^articles has been foun<1 by .loL'Svass^r, Mill® on.*l Ii«n.«--on 
11 
6 
or 
E = 2?TNe4 (log f - 0.3?) 
p <£• 3 
mc o 
Ep = 0.1537 (Iz/lA) D /19.43 + In (D/^0 J? lev 
where N = number of electrons per unit volume 
= Bohr radius or the hydrogen atom 
x =t path segment 
D =s arfacc density of the ©ample 
|0 = volume density 
•ladiation loss. 'iho calculation of the r ; iation IOKG i® 
qiiite complicated. A:s approximate formula is 
d£. = . 2 N 2 , A/ , 183 (5) (aa \ - <• i¥ * « 
—'raj 4 2 137 ro h los ~T?Z 
However, there i^ another approximation for the ratio of 
ionization and rrWiation loss.^ 
(dE/dx)rad _ EZ 
(dH/dx}ion *" 800 
In our case EL__ i<- 5.5 Mev and Z is 13 for aluminum. The RiSA 
radiation lo^s is approximately 
(dE/dx)rad ^ 5.5 x 13 _ 71.5 ̂  , 
(lE/dx)ion 800 ~ &0-) 
However, scattering is neglected in all the >revi >us equations. 
To calculate the range, scattering as well as strarglin.;'- has to .e 
taken into account. 
12 
Multiple scattering. The net angle of tultiple deflection is 
7 iven by Fermi 
—tt 8 xNz2Z2e4 binax 2 = — In —-
p v p rain. 
8 can use the Monte Carlo calculation and deal with the 
individual angle of deflection. The individual angle of deflection 
is given by 
cos@i+l = cos©i cos@ i+1 - sin^.^ sin6^i+1 cos| i+1 
where @0= 0° for normal incidence* 
COMPUTATION 
A. Straggling. Although computation could not be made 
because the IBM 1620 computer is too is mil, the complete method is 
outlined. The Monte Carlo method makes use of statistical sampling. 
For example, suppose we are interested in the roll of a pair of dice. 
There are 36 possible outcomes. The probability of rollin.:-. a total 
of 12 is 1/36, 11 is 1/18, 6 is 1/6 and so on. When using Monte 
Carlo method, 36 numbers are set up in a box, one 12, two ll*sf 
six 6*s and so on. Then shake the box and pick a number* Record 
the number picked. JFHit it back into the box and shake again. A f tear 
doiiit* this many, many times, divide the number of times the outcome 
12 is obtained by the total number of recordings. The quotient 
Kives the probability of rolling a total of 12. 
The Monte Carlo method is employed in the computations based 
on Landau's 
Figure 6. 
13 
9 
distribution function for energy loss as ^ own in 
FIGURE 6 
LANDAU'S slCTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
For calculation purpose® the range of /\is assumed to be 
from -3 to 12 ani the values outside this range are neglected. 
r 
A. < 
—3 0. 004 
-2 0.04 
-1 0. 145 
0 0. 18 
1 0. 15 
2 0. 105 
14 
1 
3 0.075 
4 0.052 
5 0.040 
6 0.03 
7 0.022 
8 0.018 
9 0.015 
10 0.012 
11 0.01 
12 0.008 
total 0.906 
Suppose the random number system has 1,000 random numbers, 
then there will be 
6*90# X * 4 numbers for A. * -3 
o!sd£ X 1*000 38 44 " for X = -2 
A 1 
x 1,000 = 160 » for i?v - -1 
0^906 x 1»000 = 199 " f or A = 0 
and so on. 
We assume that x can be from 0 to ( n / 2 0 )  cm which is generated 
from the random number in th® computer. Thus A ® can be calculated 
pi 
° i pi 
15 
and the calculation is carried on until ^ 0* is 
the energy of the incident particles. 
The range oi' electrons then can be found by 
i _ 
\ i+l . 
R = ^ cos( 
i=Q 
For a riven incident energy Tt should be calculated many (<"^1,000) 
tiraes. 
s 
It is assumed the electron will travel segments of 0.015 g/cta 
thickness for 0.75 and 1 Mev, 0.03 g/cm" for 1.25 to 2 Mev, 0.05 g/cm^ 
for 2.5 to 3.5. Mev and O*1 g/cm for 4 to 5.5 Mev, and lose a small 
portion of its energy- These assumptions are baaed on sufficient 
accuracy. 
The taost probable value of the energy loss is given by the 
expression 
? 
A0= I  (In j} + 0.37) 
t  - *i 
2lrr>Sz - °-01 * ^ 7 ?  
bv 2a mv 2 A 
where N is Avogadro*s numbert /0 is density of the substance, 2! 25 
4 
and A are ©urn of the atomic numbers in the molecule an*?. sum of 
atomic weights of the substance. 
< * - 4 > * a  a  
l n  £' = l n  • 
& & 2tnv c 
I is the ionization potential o the atom, the usu'flly accepted 
value is I « IoZ where Iq a 13.5 eV 10 
16 
The energy loss for electrons that have travelled a thickness of 
2 O.Ol g/cm is given by 
^ 
£ 
where \will be picked up each time from the random numbers 
according to the distribution mentioned previously. 
The calculated energy loss A - is subtracted from the initial 
N * 
energy Eq each time until - y A ̂  <T 50 Kev. Then the electron 
is assumed to stop. 
The distance the electron travels is 
S_ 
v 
i 
i 
One calculation represents the distance travelled by one electron. 
In order to obtain reasonable accuracy for a certain initial energy 
it will be necessary to compute A/ 1,000 trajectories. 
B. Straggling and scattering. When scattering is involved, 
we cannot assume the electron will travel O.Ol g/cm in the forward 
direction. Therefore, the angle of scattering has to be computed. 
From conservation of momentum 
Po * p^ cos0i p* cose'i (1) 
p1sin©i= p» sin0*A (2) 
where p = initial momentum, p. * scattered momentum, p' » recoil 
o X 
momentum. 
From equation (2) 
17 
M8e\. + X ^ . <-* 
p' 
Substitute into equation (1) 
2p^ cos20 A + Sp^cosQ i + p^ - p^ - p»2 « O 
cos 0A 
- 2PlPo - (2pf + 2p 
The differential cross section is given by N. F .  Mott and 
H. S. W. Massey*1 
which is valid for all values of v, provided that 21/137 is small 
compared with unity* 
It shows that the cross section is largest as approaches 
zero. Therefore, the square root teiw for the angle of scattering 
is taken to be positive as the electron Is expected to scatter in 
the forward direction. 
C O S 0  «  
Since K 
18 
Since iac"' + TO = -itn v4"" + + E* 
o 2 o 
E • = E + m c2 - A 
o o 
P7 = 2RJ * {E + M C2 - ) 
1 O o 
where ra' can be coranuted fr'.aii the energy E* 
P'2 - 2moA 
7 The angle of multiple scattering is given by 
cos$i+I a cos|i cos@i+x "" ®in6 1+1 C©*<) 
where cos@o « 1 and ^ £ *-1 will be generated by random numbers. 
Therefore the depth of the electron is 
N 
i+1 
R " ̂  xi cos®>±+1 
laO 
where the limit of summation is from O to N. 
RESULTS 
The experimental extrapolated range© can be checked by 
1 
the empirical formula. 
« „ J..ze>i> - u.uya^unE ) _ ^ «, „ 
a s 412 E o for IS «<_ 2.5 Mev 
o o 
1 265 0 0954(InE  
•
R = 530 E - 106 for E > 2.5 Mev 
o o 
19 
E o 
Mev 
®te&l. ( g/cm*5) 1* , / 2* exp.(g/cm ) 
Difference 
(R~acal)/si 
a.75 0.284 0.28 -1.43% 
o
 • 
H
 0.412 0.395 -4,309!) 
1.25 0.544 0.51 —C». 66% 
1.5 0.676 0.625 -s. i6?<; 
2.0 0.943 0.92 -2.50% 
2.5 1.211 1.2 -0.92/* 
3.0 1.484 1.48 -j. 27% 
3.5 1.749 1.81 3.37% 
4.0 2.014 2.055 1.99% 
4.5 2.279 2.37 3.84% 
5.0 2.544 2.68 5.07% 
5.5 2.809 2 • 88 2.46% 
From th© table we can eee th st most of the results agree 
quite well with the empirical formula. If the empirical formula 
for E 2.5 Mev is changed to 
o 
R a 530 & — SO 
o 
then the results will be improved, as shown in the following 
table. 
E 0 _ Difference 
1-iev "ca 1. (g/cat'6') «xp» (g/cm ) ( E-.R ^ )/R 
3,0 1.54 1.48 -4.05% 
3.5 1.805 1.81 0.276% 
4.0 2.07 2.055 -0.73# 
4.5 2.335 2.37 1.4894 
5.0 2.6 2.68 2.98.:,; 
5.5 2.865 2.88 0.521% 
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